Language lateralization in children with benign partial epilepsy.
To investigate the relationship between epilepsy and hemispheric asymmetries for language, a dual-task procedure was used to assess language lateralization in children with benign rolandic childhood epilepsy. In the sample selection, care was taken to include factors believed to influence both the mental capabilities of epileptic patients and the individual functional cerebral organization. Results suggest that the interhemispheric prevalence pattern is related to the focus site. Controls as well as epileptic patients with a right hemispheric focus showed the expected left language lateralization; conversely, children with a left unilateral focus showed a different pattern of functional representation, suggesting an involvement of the right hemisphere in language mechanisms. It is emphasized that this atypical cerebral organization is found in subjects with no structural lesion and no therapy. It seems likely that the presence of a focal epileptic activity itself can alter the cerebral mechanisms underlying cognitive functions. A relationship between this modified hemispheric specialization and subtle neuropsychological dysfunctions observed in the children with focal epilepsy is suggested.